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Chapter 1081 Fighting And Killing 

"The police said they would help me to go and warn them not to make a big deal out of it, or else they 

would be arrested." Zoe added, "All this was my idea, and that's the best end of it for me." 

"Without Robert, how can I fight them now?" Zoe said again. 

Winson's heart ached. 

Although, he was a male, he could still empathise with it all. 

Such a nice girl just soiled dirty through and through. 

Yet, there was no strength to put up any resistance. 

What desperation that was. 

Winson once again let out a long, helpless sigh and added, "You haven't thought about getting back with 

a vengeance? For example, go back to Robert and get back at them, or in some other way." 

Zoe shook her head, "No matter what way it goes, Robert won't be happy, that's his mum and dad." 

Winson, "So you're going to do nothing for the rest of your life for Robert to be happy?" 

Zoe nodded, "This is the last thing I can do for him. I actually want to take revenge, but I can't, those are 

his parents, if something happens to them, Robert won't be happy either." 

Winson, "Should we just let them off the hook?" 

Zoe, "Let it all end here." 

At these words, Winson became even more distressed. 

He wondered how much love it took to go to such lengths for a man. 

She can even let go of the couple who hurt her so much. 

Winson didn't say anything next, just silently medicated and cleaned Zoe's feet. 

Inside her feet, there were a lot of stone crumbs and shards of glass. 

He removed them all and then carefully disinfected and bandaged her. 

Every movement he made was so careful that it warmed the heart of Zoe. 

Such kindness at this desperate time is most heart-warming. 

Winson is a light in her dark world. 

Zoe choked 

his head, "We are classmates, don't be so polite, 

somewhere where no one knows me, but until 



Winson, "Yes." 

you should be able to help 

deeply for a second and 

brand new identity, to live in this world, and 

that Robert is 

be found by 

Winson nodded, "Okay." 

again, "I know you're penniless now, so how about this, before you leave, I'll lend you 

words, once again, 

nodding, "Thank 

however, shook his head once again, "Told you, don't be so polite 

"You're such 

Winson, "Thank you." 

new name 

Winson nodded again. 

school together and he would help with 

she really 

if I become rich, I will come 

"No need, just return me as much as I lend you, that's the money I will 

couldn't help but smile, 

Winson arranged for Zoe to go into the 

the living room, gathering up the remnants of the gauze and various antiseptic 

begin to 

him to help her in this 

the path 

own, and it would have been fine if she had 

if it's not a good 

going to 

to school together and 



can Zoe really be 

over and over again in 

expected to respect Zoe's decisions and should not meddle in her 

if he shouldn't really stay 

to Robert 

Chapter 1082 Telephone 

Inside the game is still waiting to be matched with a teammate. 

Robert still did not raise his head to glance at Klara. 

Klara continued to maintain a dignified and ladylike smile, her mood not half affected, "Mom and Dad 

said tomorrow night, let's go home for dinner." 

Robert frowned deeply, "Go back yourself." 

Klara, "Your mother said that she wanted you to go back too." 

Robert, "No." 

He felt sick to his stomach to look at her more than once now. 

Klara, "Mom said, if you don't return, you know the consequences." 

Robert, "I know." 

Klara knew exactly what his mother had done to Zoe. 

Robert's mother had said that she would bring this out whenever Robert did not listen. 

He'll do as he's told. 

This is her first practice. 

Rather, she didn't expect it to actually be so successful. 

Although Robert is indifferent now, she believes that love will grow over time. 

Even if it doesn't, it doesn't matter. 

Everyone plays their own game and does not affect each other. 

As long as she can cooperate and maintain the appearance of decency, that will be enough. 

She had never, necessarily, had the luxury of love from Robert. 

Klara, "Mom said that we should have a baby as soon as possible. If I don't get pregnant within six 

months, you will be responsible for the consequences." 

Even when she married Robert, her position was not completely secure. 



Only with the birth of a child can the position be fully secured. 

So, she needs a child. 

Robert, "Klara." 

Klara, "Yes?" 

Robert, "Are you that sultry? Is it fun to sleep with a man you don't love?" 

have no other way 

of here, I 

and 

closing the door, she remained in little mood, "Remember 

any attention to 

the game 

it, the role 

and tried to 

had just described made him 

him touch women other than 

doesn't touch 

feeling of being caught at his lifeline 

child, he had never been so 

the thought, he instantly gave the 

time, the game 

gear and started killing indiscriminately in the 

the opposite top player, he started to kill randomly in the wilderness 

into view, every single game 

was alone, killing through the opponent's wild player in the 

sword demon makes 

brought praise from his 

full of all flatters, but Robert is all over 

doesn't want to do 

teammates to victory in the 



the victory page, the world 

night 

around, he saw that all he saw was loneliness and 

this house, in all the corners, 

as the eye can see, there are 

himself, he opened the red wine next to 

didn't respond to anything but the dizziness in 

mind was 

in the heart still 

he did so, the more he 

he gotten his life into 

still Robert, 

Robert who did as he pleased, 

way to bring them to their senses was to die 

to die and be done 

was in their hands, he 

like this, he thought 

exactly will 

of red wine, Robert finally drifted off 

on the table, as weak as a walking 

if by alcohol, was drawn out 

time, Robert's mobile phone 

caller was an unknown 

Chapter 1083 Reunion 

Winson was just about to speak when Klara took the lead, "Hello, who is this? Robert is drunk now." 

At that, Winson immediately pressed the hang-up. 

The woman on the other side of the phone, he knew, must be Robert's current wife. 

He had heard Zoe talk about her. 

He knew that at this time, if the woman knew why he was here, she would definitely make a mess of it. 



When Klara saw this person stopped talking, she immediately frowned deeply, before cursing. 

Immediately afterwards, she then directly threw Robert's mobile phone aside. 

Without much thought, she turned and left the study. 

After she left, the world fell silent once again. 

On Winson's side, when he heard the news that Robert was drunk, he chose to give up. 

He decided that it would be better to wait until the next morning and call Robert again. 

With that in mind, he put his phone straight into his pocket and stepped into his bedroom to take a 

shower and go to bed. 

The next morning, Winson set his alarm clock to wake up at seven o'clock. 

When he opened his eyes, he called Robert. 

On the other side of the phone, Robert was just about climbing up from his desk. 

He slept drowsy and disheveled. 

When he saw the unfamiliar number, Robert then frowned slightly and took a serious look at it before 

pressing answer. 

His voice sounded hoarse from the hangover and the long exhaustion, "Who is it?" 

"Hello, I'm Winson, you're Robert, right?" 

"I am, who is Winson?" 

"I'm a classmate of Zoe, now Zoe is at my place." 

Hearing these words, Robert's heart instantly fluttered with joy. 

In an instant, he felt his whole world blossom! 

It was as if a ray of light had suddenly shone in the darkness of the night, giving him a sudden burst of 

hope. 

He instantly sprang up from his chair, completely unable to contain his heart's joy and asked, "What? 

Are you serious?" 

Zoes, you come over, but if you don't want to, you can choose to give 

Zoe that I called you." Winson 

at once, fell to 

develop a slight 

that Zoe had met something 

do you mean? No matter what, I won't give up 



the other side of the phone, 

hearing all this, Robert shuddered in 

the phone had 

as if the phone, in the next moment, will 

moment, he really couldn't hold back, he 

Wicked! 

It's vicious as hell! 

not feel Zoe dirty, just that she was pitiful to the 

he had secretly made up his mind that he was going to clear the air 

"So what's your 

me the address 

Winson, "I'll text you." 

then hung up 

Winson on the other side sent his home 

firm note of it, Robert put on his 

full of enthusiasm and just wanted to see Zoe and to tell Zoe that he 

His silly girl. 

if Winson did not make this 

why did those his parents treat 

really dreaded to think how this little girl, over the 

many late nights with no one around, how 

heartbroken when she dreams 

is she more painful 

about it, the 

is sitting on the sofa leisurely reading 

put down the newspaper 

with Klara and just kept on running 

tuition tells Klara that he should be in 

it's a matter that still has something 



for this, he would certainly not have 

keys and followed Robert out the door without even putting on his 

the situation, got into his 

got into her black Mercedes coupe and chase 

was going to follow Robert and find 

drove the car 

oblivious to the fact that Klara's car was closing in behind 

drove all the way to the inside of the 

Klara has 

Chapter 1084 Miss Out 

At this moment Robert once again thought of what Winson had said to himself. 

The events that had befallen Zoe these days were replayed before his eyes, scene after scene. 

Combined with the two of feet that came into view and the frail smiling face, Robert felt even more like 

he was going crazy. 

At this moment, he was so full of rage that he really wanted to kill everyone! 

At this point Zoe was dreaming again. 

She dreamed that she was once again back in that poor backwater place. 

She was taken back. 

In the dream she was desperate. 

She struggled desperately but was eventually dragged back. 

Afterwards she was tied up on top of a cold earthen bed. 

Being punched and kicked by the guys together in a combined effort. 

"Ah!" 

Zoe screamed and woke up with a start, sitting up in a cold sweat. 

Waking up, she realised it was only a dream. 

As it turned out, it was just a false alarm. 

Zoe's reaction really frightened Robert. 

Robert knew that she must have been having a nightmare. 

Perhaps it is a dream to return to that mountain village. 



Thinking about it, Robert was once again heartbroken. 

Without waiting for Robert to make a move, Zoe had already spotted him. 

The moment she saw him, Zoe was in a trance. 

She couldn't believe her eyes for a moment. 

She never thought that one day, she would see Robert again. 

She had already made up her mind that she would never see him again in this life. 

that Winson 

Robert have 

moment, there were mixed feelings within 

She was thrilled. 

embrace him, but 

moment, she didn't really 

a gap, two people are 

really didn't know what to 

sense of inferiority grew once again from 

hard to sit 

she really wanted to find a hole 

of her is now 

And what about her? 

And what is she? 

a filthy thing like her worthy 

for Zoe to say anything, Robert instantly stepped forward and hugged Zoe in his 

Zoe shed tears involuntarily. 

to push Robert 

don't deserve it." said 

came out seemed to be a knife, 

"If you don't deserve it, who does? I love you, I love you, you deserve everything. Besides, this is not 

your 

this, the 



person, she 

reinforcing 

can't stand it, 

She decided. 

come to me in the future, let me live, let me get out 

is great. She's 

qualified to return 

Zoe continued. 

you in 

as long as 

how hard I've really been looking for you for over a 

dirty, didn't you? I used to be 10, 000 times dirtier than you, and aren't we just perfect for each 

hugged Zoe tightly 

rub this woman into his body, never to be separated 

he wouldn't let go of 

never 

words, Zoe 

Robert's words moved her. 

that she could not be moved by the moment and 

Chapter 1085 I'll die 

After she married Robert, she always felt that her self-esteem, which had been pushed to the ground, 

was being crushed. 

Didn't Robert's mother say that the woman had been made to go to the mountains? 

Why, at this moment, is this woman yet again present? 

They are such lowlifes, they really have a hard life. 

Thinking about it, Klara was furious. 

Blame it on this woman. 

If this woman hadn't reappeared, it wouldn't have turned out this way. 



Taking a deep breath, Klara tried her best to maintain her calmness and composure and walked straight 

to the lift entrance. 

Taking the lift, Klara reached the first floor directly. 

When Klara reached the first floor, Robert and Zoe were no longer visible below. 

She stomped her foot hard, and afterwards called Robert's mother to report everything. 

After the report, Robert's mother immediately exclaimed, "What? Zoe actually ran back? And Robert 

found her?" 

Klara, "Yes, what should I do now? Robert wants to divorce me." 

On the other side of the phone, Robert's mother was dumbfounded. 

Robert's mother never thought, even in her dreams, that this would be the case. 

How on earth did this bitch get out of a situation like that? 

How could she run out? Thinking of this, Robert's mother stomped her foot viciously, and then clenched 

her mobile phone and turned to Klara, saying, "Don't you be nervous, it's okay, even if that bitch comes 

back, he can't really divorce you, I will find a way." 

Klara, "What can you think of? Robert will definitely be more vigilant next, you can't possibly get Zoe off 

his side again." 

Robert's mother coldly snorted, "I have ways." 

After saying that, Robert's mother hung up the phone. 

Although Robert's mother looked confident and certain, Klara did not. She always felt that her position 

was in jeopardy. 

hates Zoe 

really divorced, wouldn't she be the joke of Flento 

such a proud person, how could she be compared to a 

What is that woman? 

that she would fall in love 

day-to-day 

is secure, and her position in her mother's family is 

mother's family will get better and better by joining hands with the Moore 

seems to 

did get divorced, then she would have to lose her price with the title of second marriage, 

again to one of those gentry families 



never allow this to 

about it, the more frantic Klara's idea of getting rid of 

had to get rid of Zoe, 

for the moment, she is not going to make 

Robert's mother will be on 

if Robert's mother could make a move to 

she can't, she's trying to figure 

only stand behind 

that case, it would always be Robert's mother behind 

parents, and she will always be a merely unpleasant 

be liked but she will 

this, Klara instantly frowned coldly before getting into her 

flat tarmac road, Robert's car 

Zoe was 

inside so that no one could open it 

this point Zoe feels 

desperately, but to 

the hell do you want? You are already married, no matter what the reason is, you already have a 

marriage with that 

a low 

times do you really want me to say something like I don't deserve it!" Zoe yelled low 

really didn't want 

she is hurting herself 

the patience was worn clean, grumpy temper followed up, "I said, stop saying, you must listen to 

that? Do you know what the fuck I've been going through 

you know I had to live on cigarettes and alcohol every day? I married that girl, but I didn't give anything 

but 

Chapter 1086 Robert Lost Control 

Said Robert then unbuckled his seatbelt and pointed outside to the river under the bridge and said, 

"Jump down and I will die. Are you going to watch me die?" 



Zoe shook her head desperately, "No, I don't want." 

Robert smiled bitterly, "Since you don't want it, listen to me, I will send you to a safe place next, you 

don't need to care everything, whether it's you, or your parents, let me guard." 

"I will guard all those I should guard, and as for those who have wronged you and abused you and hurt 

you, I will not spare any of them." 

Robert wiped the tears from his eyes, his scarlet eyes staring forward, gritting his teeth. 

Even his mum and dad can't just hurt Zoe. 

No! 

Such things are inexcusable. 

Today, he was going to give them a lesson. 

As soon as Zoe heard this, she immediately pulled Robert's arm nervously and kept shaking her head, 

"Don't, they are your parents, are you going to hurt your parents for me? In that way, you won't have a 

good time either." 

"Just let it all end." added Zoe. 

Robert, however, shook her hand away, "It never ends here with me, only an eye for an eye." 

After saying that, Robert then sped up the car. 

Zoe, "I don't want you to hurt your parents for me, you're hurting them and you're hurting yourself." 

Robert, "Get that holy mother of yours out of the way, it's useless with me." 

Zoe, "Robert, listen to me." 

Robert, however, did not say a word, and just continued to drive the car by himself. 

Next, no matter what Zoe said, Robert was actively shielded. 

He just wants to rip into his parents and no one can stop him. 

In the end, Zoe was helpless and leaned helplessly straight back into the car seat. 

Instead, Robert continued to drive. 

The whole world went silent. 

was driving 

not a single 

the car drove into 

car directly, while opening 

then rang the 



opened the 

of consternation flashed under Noah's eyes, 

look at Zoe's look, he can tell that she 

very creepy to 

"Find a room and settle Zoe 

them to the lift, reaching the top 

one of 

and said, "I leave Zoe and her parents to you, I am afraid that 

Noah, "Okay." 

this, Zoe immediately looked at Noah and said, "Persuade Robert, Robert is going to go home and make 

Zoe knows that Robert is very 

was well 

he is capable of even murder 

lightly, "Sorry, I 

man, he understands 

say anything and stepped 

but Noah reached 

saying that, Noah went straight out the door and followed Robert's steps, with one hand naturally 

and set 

"Yeah." 

you're not allowed to fool around." Noah added, "Give them a lesson and make your 

for him to even try 

of Robert's parents, there was no way for him 

downright vicious to the point of 

even any 

and 

Robert leave 

Jocelyn to go up 

a few more instructions and told him to go and pick up Zoe's 



the arrangements made, Noah went straight upstairs and into 

...... 

his car and arrived at 

he ran straight into the 

mother was inside her home, listening to music 

Chapter 1087 Breaking Off Relations 

At this moment, Robert was like a stern ghost coming out of hell, He hideous and horrible. 

The murderous aura under his eyes was as if he would kill someone in the next moment. 

The image was so bold that even the two elders of the Moore family, who were used to seeing great 

storms, were frightened. 

Robert, at this point, could not control himself in his anger. 

The images of Zoe being hurt were all in his head. 

He was going crazy! 

Robert's father was panting, covering his heart, furiously having a heart attack, "Robert, do you know 

what you are doing? Do you believe it or not, I can leave you with nothing?" 

Robert coldly snorted, his gaze was morose, "Fine, then let me have nothing, take back all that you have 

given me, including the fact that you are my parents!" 

At these words, Robert's father's eyes were filled with consternation. 

The same applies to Robert's mother. 

Robert's mother's eyes were scarlet as she walked up to Robert and coldly questioned, "What did you 

say?" 

Robert said indifferently, "What do you want to do? To do something that I have wanted to do for a long 

time, and that is to disassociate myself from you." 

"You are no longer my parents as of today, and I am no longer your son, and I have nothing to do with 

you at all." 

"All that you have given me, I will give back to you all, I will leave alone." 

"In fact, you should really be glad that you are my parents, if it wasn't for the fact that you are my 

parents, I wouldn't have just let you off the hook today." 

"I will come and kill you all and burn everything here, and I warn you, if you ever meddle in my life again, 

I will really kill you." 



After saying that, Robert kicked the coffee table, and then coldly grabbed Robert's mother's clothes and 

said, "You, listen to me, from today onwards, I will no longer give you what you want. I will divorce 

Klara, she is not as good as a dog in my eyes!" 

Robert's mother was furious. 

seen Robert 

front of her made her feel like she had seen 

left the Moore family, you would be nothing, do you think that woman will still want you? You think 

think if I left the Moore family, 

a beggar, Zoe won't leave me. 

time, Robert's father 

heart as he walked over to Robert with a look of hatred, pointing at Robert's face, "You rebellious son, if 

I had known you would become like this when you grew up, I should have just strangled you to 

a child so that I wouldn't have to live in your house. If I didn't live in 

of his mother, before turning around and 

His parents were scared. 

given by the Moore family, and really just like that, for the sake of a woman, he completely flipped 

worth it for 

woman a 

mother gritted her 

moment, she hated Zoe even 

woman had never existed, why 

what, she must get rid of that woman from 

next time, 

this time, was angry and red in the face, and his breathing, too, became more and more rapid, "Heh! I 

will not let her go, Robert is like this, it must be because 

like this, in the past, even if Robert was a bastard, he would not 

out of the house, still 

at the door 

all over the 

in the courtyard, seeing this image, 



cleaning inside the yard, they all have the inside of 

with their lord and lady, because of a 

this point, not even daring 

just got into his sports car and 

burning repeatedly in his heart, Robert turned his anger into speed and pushed the accelerator 

...... 

home 

Chapter 1088 Release 

Jocelyn continued to hug Zoe, carefully soothing, "Do not think so, Robert does not care your past, we 

do not care either." 

"Zoe, stop saying things like that." added Jocelyn. 

Zoe frowned deeply and let out a long sigh, her eyes full of worry, "The most important thing now is that 

I'm worried that Robert will not make something happen at home, in case he really kills and sets fire, 

what should we do then?" 

"If he does anything on impulse, he'll regret it for the rest of his life." Zoe said again, her tone trembling. 

Jocelyn continued to reassure, "That is after all his parents, Robert will not really kill and set fire, rest 

assured, but should not Robert make trouble?" 

As an outsider, Jocelyn even felt that Robert could not let them off easily. 

Even if they object, that's not how it came about. 

Why don't they just send the girl away? 

Why is she imprisoned? 

Even if she is imprisoned, she should not be sold to a family like that in the mountains? 

Born as a human being, Jocelyn really could not imagine how some people could be so low in character 

as that. 

Just at that moment the door opened. 

Noah walked in with modest steps, interrupting the two of them. 

Seeing Noah, Jocelyn immediately asked, "Why did you suddenly come in? Is there something going on 

with Robert?" 

Zoe at this time then put her eyes on Noah's face. 

Noah nodded, "Robert called to say that he had broken off his relationship with his parents and that he 

would give back all that they had given him." 



When he said this, Noah's tone was very calm. 

Everything makes sense. 

"And did he do any harm to them?" Zoe asked. 

"I haven't asked. Ask him yourself." Noah added. 

Zoe nodded. 

was 

again, but just silently withdrew from the room, leaving the 

was filled with 

knew, furthermore, what Robert 

nor did 

might well 

Zoe was thinking at this time, Jocelyn immediately held her hand and said, "Don't think 

living like this, 

outsider, she couldn't say much except 

that's 

wrong with Robert for doing 

...... 

about an hour, Robert returned to the room with a 

moment he saw Zoe, the coldness 

its place, there is an endless 

and walked 

he said, "Jocelyn, I have 

dutifully getting up 

left, the only two people left in the 

The world went silent. 

Robert was more gentle. 

in his arms before taking a 

to hold her so quietly and tenderly 

on the outside, has gone through, he can immediately calm down as long as 



a while, Robert said pitifully, "Honey, I only have you, I broke off the relationship with my parents, just 

for you, so in the future you 

Robert in person, 

knew what it meant to be a man willing to leave even his own mother and 

touched, but, also, her 

like this, 

is impossible for him to have no 

she loves 

the divorce papers, and then I'll throw them at that Klara, and then we'll be 

"I don't think she would want to go to 

in 

was even more 

however, is 

"Don't think too much about it, just 

"Robert, is it really right for 

Chapter 1089 Taking In 

Jocelyn and Noah, along with Allie and Scott, were at the cot, watching the two little cuties, Madeline 

and Lawrence. 

The two little cuties looked extra active because there were so many people, with smiles in their eyes. 

Allie leaned over and gently caressed Madeline's face while asking, "How is it going with Robert?" 

Noah, "broke off relations with his parents and had a big tantrum at home." 

At that Allie immediately coldly snorted with disdain, "If I were Robert, I would have killed them for 

sure." 

She really didn't understand how anyone could be vicious to such an extent. 

Upon hearing this, Jocelyn immediately let out a long sigh, leaned down, gently held Lawrence's hand, 

and said, "Some times, human nature is really a very scary thing." 

Allie, "That's right, if I had known that this couple was vicious to such an extent, I wouldn't have 

interacted with them, it's really creepy. I'm telling you, Noah, stay away from Robert's parents in the 

future." 

Allie felt sick when she thought of what Robert's parents had done. 

It's not at all like a person from a powerful family to do what they should do. 



Noah nodded slightly, "It seems that I don't usually have contact with them, you and dad have more 

contact with them." 

Hearing these words, Allie immediately gave Scott next to her a fierce slap on the shoulder and said with 

a serious face, "Don't you keep quiet, did you hear me? From now on, less interaction with those two 

perverts from the Moore family, they are really not even worthy of carrying shoes for us." 

Scott nodded heavily, "Yes." 

Hearing this, Allie immediately nodded comfortably, "That's more like it. My husband is so good." 

Noah helplessly pinched his brow and looked at the two of them and asked, "What would you do if it 

was me who fell in love with Zoe?" 

Allie immediately rolled her eyes, "What do you think? I thought it was Tom you loved and I am okay if 

you were together." 

these words, Noah instantly 

had been misunderstood and 

And Jocelyn became curious. 

looked at Allie and asked, "What do 

immediately couldn't help but laugh, "Back then this guy was not close to women. I just always 

from Tom every day, I naturally became suspicious, and at that time, you were not yet in love, and I 

persuaded this 

wives with gay husbands are really 

immediately couldn't 

genuinely unaware of 

the funniest thing she's 

help but spit out, 

to mention your mother, even I am ready for you to be with Tom, we 

Noah, "Even what?" 

said that if two men are together, one acts 

really thought of 

hadn't thought 

can be tolerated, and even discussed that 

What a weird point. 



"You can't blame me for this, I've told you that your wife is pretty, but you're still not interested, even 

on a 

I 

but how do I know that? After all, 

"My father is rich and my 

"That's because I'm watching 

watching closely, it's that I am reserved on my own. Do you think that if a man needs to 

immediately realized that she had said the wrong thing and then gently smacked herself on the mouth, 

"I'm 

but please don't 

once 

always seemed like a young couple in 

Chapter 1090 Contrast (1) 

Inside Robert's tone, there was a bit of pleading. 

This is the first time that Noah has seen Robert like this. 

He was, once, dashing and proud. 

High on the hog and not begging for anyone. 

Noah nodded slightly, "Stay as you want." 

Robert smiled bitterly, "Thank you." 

Allie's eyes were full of heartache, "Robert, just stay here, to me, you are like my son." 

Robert was instantly moved to tears. 

In contrast, he liked Allie even more. 

She and his mother are two different people. 

Robert said with a bitter smile, "It would be great if you were really my mother." 

These are words that speak to the heart of Zoe. 

If that were true, Zoe thought she and Robert would have gotten married a long time ago. 

Allie said with a smile, "I think, if I have another son, how good it would be? That way there would be 

another good daughter-in-law like Zoe." 

After saying that, Allie then naturally stroked Zoe's hair and said, "Zoe, consider this place as your own 

home, Robert and Noah are good buddies." 



Zoe's hearts were warmed at once. 

It's nice to receive kindness from others in this time of darkness. 

Zoe nodded, her eyes full of emotion, "Thank you, Mrs. Mason." 

Allie shook her head, "What are you thanking me for? You don't have to be so polite to me." 

After saying that, Allie added, "I'll go and make you guys some food." 

After that, Allie walked away. 

After Allie left, Noah looked at Robert again and said, "Come in with me, there's something to talk to 

you about." 

arm around Jocelyn and 

holding Zoe in 

Scott saw them and then nodded 

nodded towards Scott as a 

to talk about, Scott hugged Madeline and 

baby-sitters, meanwhile, took it upon themselves 

closed and only a group of them was 

and sat down 

you need anything next, just come 

accumulated a lot of wealth by my own ability. It is 

"You're welcome if you 

Robert nodded his head. 

master 

head, "No matter what you 

everything and 

should have given her 

will only 

Robert immediately hooked his lips 

and Jocelynn looked at each other 

door to the nursery, once again, was pushed 

several people 



everyone panicked and walked up to 

trouble? You've cut ties with the family now? If you need 

help, you can 

have to be the first one you come 

full of 

words, both Robert and Zoe felt 

a flash 

asked, "How 

had once 

the time, 

back and 

of Robert, he stopped all those crazy 

of his feelings for her have been washed 

But it's not half-hearted. 

still makes him sick 

Noah had said about what had happened to Zoe in the mountains, it 

alone someone who has ever 


